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THE TOUR DE 
FRANCE

The Tour de France is significant as a cultural event in France and 
goes long back before bikes. It can initially be traced back to young 
apprentice artisans travelling around France to work with skilled 
masters in their field to learn their craft. This was a process known 
as the ‘Tour de France.’

The first stage of the epic race was particularly dastardly. The 
route from Paris to Lyon stretched nearly 300 miles. No 
doubt several of the riders who wheeled away from Paris 
worried not about winning the race—but surviving it.

Unlike today’s riders, the cyclists in 1903 rode over unpaved roads without 
helmets. They rode as individuals, not team members. Riders could receive no 
help. They could not glide in the slipstream of fellow riders or vehicles of any 
kind. They rode without support cars. Cyclists were responsible for making 
their own repairs. They even rode with spare tires and tubes wrapped around 
their torsos in case they developed flats.



JERSEYS
There are four different jerseys awarded in 
the Tour de France. The most famous is the 
yellow jersey, but there are also green, white 
and a polka dot jersey awarded each day. 
Many people think that the cyclist who wins 
that day's race gets the yellow jersey, but this 
is WRONG!

This rider is called the Stage Winner, and they get to go up onto the podium and 
celebrate their win. They don't get a jersey just for winning a stage. Sometimes the stage 
winner also wins a jersey, but this doesn't happen every day.

The coloured jerseys are awarded to riders for being the best or fastest in the overall 
race, and they get to ride wearing the jersey the next day. The Jersey is made of a 
material called Polyester that keeps the rider cool.



HOW FAR IS TOUR DE 
FRANCE

The modern editions of the Tour de France consist of 21 
day-long segments (stages) over a 23-day period and 
cover around 3,500 kilometres (2,200 mi). The race 
alternates between clockwise and counter clockwise 
circuits of France. There are usually between 20 and 22 
teams, with eight riders in each.

The race usually covers approximately 3,500 
kilometres (2,200 mi), passing through France and 
neighbouring countries such as Belgium. The race is 
broken into day-long segments, called stages.



THANK YOU 
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WATCHING 


